Pointing you in the right direction
AMMS: timetable for changing objectives, policies and
marketing documentation
In April 2018, the FCA published Consultation Paper CP18/9, the second consultation on remedies
following the FCA’s Asset Management Market Study (AMMS).
On 4 February 2019, the FCA published its findings, in the form of Policy Statement PS19/4 “Asset
Management Market Study – further remedies”, including the amendments made to the FCA
Handbook. The new rules come into force from 7 May 2019 for new funds or 7 August 2019 for preexisting funds (i.e. those that existed prior to 7 May 2019). This doesn’t leave much time for existing
funds to meet the new rules.

To read PS19/4, click here.

To read CP18/9, click here.
Changes to objectives and policies
The FCA has introduced non-binding guidance that sets out many relevant provisions around fund objectives and, to a limited extent, how the FCA
expects those requirements might be complied with in practice – with particular focus on UCITS KIIDs and PRIIPs KIDs. The FCA expects AFMs to take
their “guidance on fund objectives into consideration when reviewing fund documentation from the date of publication [4 February 2019].”
The chart on the following page shows the timeframe in which firms must update products’ documents. It shows that, in a worst-case scenario, the
available preparation time is reduced by mandatory periods for FCA approval and investor notice. Marketing documentation will need to be reviewed
and updated so it is consistent, within the same timeframe. Note in particular that unless a prospectus contains relevant benchmark disclosures, all
benchmarks in marketing materials for the relevant funds need to be removed by 7 August.
Our in-depth understanding of the sector and experience with the practical implementation of new governance arrangements, means that we are very
well placed to guide you through the implementation process, including coordinating the FCA application process. We are already advising clients in
relation to many of the areas covered in the Policy Statement and CP18/9. We can also offer bespoke training on the issues raised for the asset
management industry.
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AMMS – FCA Policy Statement PS19/4
Worst case lead time for implementing changes to objectives and policies

1 month plus contingency

Identify any difficult cases where changes could
be categorised as fundamental, requiring an EGM,
under a separate track.
Note: Review and amend marketing materials in
parallel to be consistent with the prospectus,
prioritising those needing most change.

4 Feb
(E-184)

The FCA statutory period for
considering change applications
is one month from receipt of a
complete application.
We suggest an additional
contingency – allowing
for of
[Details
administrative delays, detailed
award]
FCA questions and slippage due
to Easter holidays.

17 Apr
(E-112)
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Changes will typically fall under ‘notifiable’
(pre or post). For some funds, changes
may well be ‘significant’ (with at least 60
[Details of
[Details of
days’ notice in advance) - this drives the
award]
award]
worst case timings shown here.
(N.b. Investors are deemed to have
received mailings 2 business days after
sending.)

31
May
(E-68)
5 Jun
(E-63)

[Details of
award]

In our experience the vast majority of
these changes will not be classified as
‘fundamental’ requiring an EGM.

Unless the prospectus contains relevant
disclosures, all benchmarks in marketing
materials to be removed by 7 Aug.

[Details of
award]

DOCUMENTS ADOPTED
/ PUBLISHED

This is firms’ effective preparation time
(to incorporate engagement / review by external
counsel and all liaising with depositary).

Up to 60 days
PRINTING

~10 weeks

7 Aug
(E)

[Details of
award]

